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Eye Security is the first company in Europe to offer a high-quality 
and affordable cyber solution including insurance to make the 
cyber threat in SMEs manageable. We combine a best-in-class 
security team with proven technology and an insurance to fully 
unburden entrepreneurs.



Every organization faces its own cyber threats. Our packages are a proven combination of
security measures to fully protect companies in every industry.

am here for your business
Cyber threats have been around for a long time, but it is only recently that companies 
have begun to acknowledge the true danger they pose. Eye Security is the first 
European company to offer a data-driven solution that combines high-quality 
technology with cyber insurance.

Trusted security partner

Our goal is to protect businesses across Europe. In  order to do 
this, we work with partners on combined solutions that make a 
difference in the fight against cybercrime. 

In addition, we work closely with our customers' IT suppliers to 
jointly keep the IT infrastructure reliable and secure. Because we 
are entrepreneurs ourselves, we appreciate that our clients trust 
us as their security partner.

Peter Onland
IT-Manager at Signature Foods

“The fact that I have the people from Eye detecting
anomalies on our network, and can therefore quickly

identify incidents, gives me considerable peace of mind.
That means I can focus on other things. It feels like

specialists have got my back."

Choose the plan that suits your business

Protected

MDR-service for 24/7 monitoring
Yearly advice by premium experts
Phishing campaigns
Four hours of incident response

Keep your business safe with our high-quality
cyber package that combines technical
measures with phishing simulations and yearly
advice.

Acknowledged by

Protected + Insured

MDR-service for 24/7 monitoring
Yearly advice by premium experts
Phishing campaigns 
Four hours of incident response
Cyber insurance to cover the residual risk

You no longer have to worry about cyber risk.
With our cyber package, including insurance,
you completely remove the cyber risk from the
balance sheet.

One solution that takes away your cyber risks 

Recognized by international brokers and insurers

Implemented within 24 hours

Affordable, no nonsense and easy acceptance insurance

Team of experts with extensive experience

- One solution that takes away your cyber risks Company brochure



Eye Security was founded by employees of the Dutch 
Intelligence and Security Service. After years of 
campaigning for national security, they noticed that 
there was no suitable cyber solution for SMEs. As a 
result, Eye Security was founded in 2019. Eye Security is 
the first company in Europe to combine high-quality 
technology with insurance to counter the ever-growing 
ransomware attacks. The company has now developed a 
proven method that secures and unburdens companies 
on a large scale.

For more information, visit www.eye.security or send us 
an e-mail at info@eye.security. 

About Eye Security

Eye Security
Saturnusstraat 54-60
2516 AH The Hague, The Netherlands
+318 86444888
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